
The purpose of AiMS is to be the eye within the structure for asset owners, as corrosion is a
hidden structural problem that is commonly noticed when the damage is too significant,
which then becomes its ‘Achilles heel’. AiMS can be used for single structure management or
built-up to provide infrastructure or portfolio management of, for example, a local authority’s
reinforced concrete bridge stock or a private client’s portfolio of building assets. 

These open network systems can be added to expand the functionality of the structure with
compatible control and monitoring nodes for smart lighting, webcam security and so on;
making the Internet of Things accessible and simple to incorporate whilst managing the
integrity of the structure.

AiMS is a digital innovation as clients have online access to in-depth corrosion data and
reporting on their asset, giving them full transparency into the performance of their building
and service life tracking of structures to provide proof of whole life. Normally data is measured
daily, weekly or monthly depending on the type of measurement being made and all this data
is arranged in refreshed tables and graphs on a quarterly basis.
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The use of digital innovation within the construction sector is becoming
more important than ever - Government publications such as the
Construction Playbook state that one of their main policies is to ‘Drive
Innovation and Modern Methods of Construction’, which will help processes
become faster, smarter, and more sustainable. 

Going digital within a sector that requires manual, hands-on-work appears to
be a contradiction at first thought, but the reality is that digitization and
innovation is changing the way we communicate, build, manage risk and
operate built assets.

C-Probe’s digital innovation is in the use of open network electronics
(Achilles Suite of Structural Healthcare Systems) providing data to the online
performance management facility, AiMS (Achilles interactive Management
Server). Clients of C-Probe will have installed corrosion protection systems,
such as impressed current cathodic protection, to protect their structure
from corrosion and these digital technologies prove performance or alert to
control requirements.

A Closer Look at AiMS

Instant and remote access to in-
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How the AiMS dashboard appears to client users, who can
view all of their assets' performance in one digital  space
(left). 

1.

In-depth data that breaks down the performance of the
installed corrosion mitigation system, alerting owners
to corrosion problems that might arise through service
life tracking (below).

2.

Real Life Applications of AiMS - 37 Fleet St, London UK
Project Background: 37 Fleet Street (Hoare’s Bank) was built in 1829 as the headquarters of C. Hoare & Co who remain the only family-owned bank still in
existence. Corrosion had affected the building significantly and the façade was cracking due to iron cramps and pins corroding.

·      An ICCP was designed, and C-Probe Systems supplied the specialist, low carbon materials to install it. This provided long-term protection to wrought iron dog
cramps and pins embedded within the stone façade to the front elevation of this prestigious bank building. 
·      Specialist engineering firm (GB Geotechnics) surveyed, identified, and allocated corrosion risk to all iron components using a mass magnetic probe teaming
with ICCP design specialist, Structural Healthcare to plan the mitigation works for the property.
·      Specialist contractor, PAYE, as part of a wider restoration package, connected each metal component identified to ensure both electrical continuities of the
wrought iron as well as discontinuity of the anode and ironwork cathode.
·      Once electrical continuity had been assured within each component to the next component, these were grouped in zones for each level of the building for
control purposes. Termination of the anode and cathode dc circuitry with embedded monitoring devices within each of 3 zonal enclosures allowed remote data
acquisition and electronic control of the protection systems online via AiMS.

C-Probe's approach to preservation and the implementation of specialist materials and networks means the
owners of the asset has instant access online to performance data, helping to provide comfort that the asset is
futureproofed and resilient to further structural
problems it could encounter. 

It has been operating online using AiMS successfully for over 14 years, without any need for repair! 
The project also received the  ICRI's 2007 Award of Excellence!

Above left: Front façade after ICCP installed and showing pre-install wrought iron
component location survey that graded corrosion risk by colour-coded positioning.

Above middle: Corroding cramp within the stonework. Far right: Discrete ICCP anodes and monitoring devices were installed
within the bed joints intersecting stone blocks and small “Dutchman” repairs to maintain an aesthetic finish.


